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1. Introduction. Let/(x) be a continuous function on [0, 1 ] and let P„(x)
be the best least-squares
nth degree polynomial approximation
to f(x). It
is a well-known fact that P„(x) interpolates the values of/(x) in at least » + 1
points. This phenomenon is also present with other than least-squares approximations. On the other hand a classical method of obtaining polynomial
approximations
to/(x) is to interpolate the values of f(x) at a certain set of
« + 1 points. A function F(a, x) depending on « parameters is said to be an
interpolating function of/(x) if F(a, x) interpolates f(x) in at least « points.
Thus it appears that there is an intimate relation between best approximating
polynomials and interpolating
polynomials. This relation has been investigated for Pp norms by Motzkin and Walsh for finite point sets [6; 7; 8]
and a closed bounded interval [9].
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the extent of this relation in
more general situations. Thus an answer is sought to the following questions.
What are the properties of the norm and of the approximating
functions which
force best approximations
to be interpolation
functions? How general is this
connection between best approximations
and interpolating
functions? What
properties of the norm and the interpolating
are required in order that an
interpolating
function of f(x) also be a "best" approximation
to/(x)?
Not all of these questions are completely answered here. Much more success is achieved in showing that best approximations
are interpolating
functions than in the converse, i.e., in showing that interpolating functions are
best approximations.
More is accomplished for finite point sets than for the

interval

[0, l].

Three classes—Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3—of norms are considered. A
norm belongs to Class 2, Class 3, or Class 1 according to whether it emphasizes values away from zero, at zero or neither. Typical members of these
classes are the Li norm for Class 1, the Tchebycheff norm for Class 2 and the
Lp norm, 0<p <1, for Class 3. For detailed definition of these classes see §§2
and 4. Not all norms are included in these three classes.
The approximating
functions F(a, x) that are considered are unisolvent
functions of variable degree [12] (called varisolvent functions) and linear
approximating
functions, i.e.
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Fia, x) = Z o'Ux)
i-l

where the <pi(x) form a Tchebycheff set. The concept of a regular varisolvent
function is introduced in §2 and regularity is an essential element in the
analysis. Roughly speaking, F is regular if
Lim F(an, x) = F(a*, x)
n-»°o

implies that the rate of convergence is uniform in x. Linear approximating
functions are regular.
The principal result for the interval [0, 1 ] is that best approximations in
the Class 1 and Class 2 norms by regular varisolvent functions are interpolating functions. The exact nature of the interpolation is different for each class
however. For a finite point set the definition of an interpolating function is
slightly modified to allow "interpolation"
at points not in the set. It is shown
for finite point sets that best approximations
in any monotonie norm by any
varisolvent approximating
function are interpolating functions. The nature
of the interpolation
is studied for Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3 norms and
regular varisolvent approximating
functions.
The relation between best approximations
and interpolating functions is
very well defined for linear approximating
functions, finite point sets and
weighted Lp norms. The principal result states that for any f(x) :
1. The set of best approximations
in a weighted Lp norm, 1 <pg oo ¡s
identical with the set of strongly interpolating
functions.
2. The set of best approximations in a weighted ¿i norm is identical with
the set of weakly interpolating
functions.
3. The set of best approximations
in a weighted Lp norm, 0<p<l,
is
identical with the set of exactly interpolating
functions.
Much more general results are obtained for the Tchebycheff norm.
The results for linear approximating
functions and weighted Lp norms on
a finite point set are very similar to the recent results of Motzkin and Walsh.
Most of their results are contained here in the form of special cases. Some of
the results are related to the much older work of D. Jackson [3; 4].
There remain two major areas of open problems. The first and most interesting is that of showing that interpolating functions on the interval [0, 1 ]
are best approximations.
A related problem is to show that interpolating varisolvent, or unisolvent [5], functions on a finite point set are best approximations. The second problem area is for Class 3 norms. Only very meager results are available for the interval [0, 1 ] and no results are known for unisolvent or varisolvent functions on a finite point set.
Recently Motzkin and Walsh [lO] have considered generalizations
of
their work for linear approximation functions on the interval [0, 1 ]. They use

the norm
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||/(x) - P(a, x)|| = f t( | /(*) - P(a, x) \ )œ(x)dx
Jo

where r(t) is twice continuously
differentiable and co(x) is positive almost
everywhere. The similarity of the results obtained here and in [lO] indicates
that there is a strong connection between the class of the norm (as defined
here) and the behavior of r'(t) at and near zero.
2. Preliminaries. Euclidean «-dimensional space is denoted by £„; points
in En are denoted by a, b, ■ ■ • and the coordinates of a are a1, a2, • • ■ , an.
The absolute value of a is defined by (a|2= E"-i |ai|2- Curly brackets, { },
denote a set or sequence and {x| ■ • ■ ) is read as "the set of x such that • • •."
The real function F(a, x) is defined for xG[0, l] and aEP where P is
an arcwise connected subset of E„. F is continuous in the sense that given

aoEP, xoG[0, l] and e>0, then there is a 5>0 such that aEP, xE [0, l]
and |o0—a\ +|x0—x| <8 implies that | F(aa, x0) —F(a, x)\ <e. It is assumed
that if aAa* then F(a, x)AF(a*, x) for some xG [0, l]. f(x) denotes a continuous function on [0, l].
This paper is concerned with functions F which are varisolvent functions.
This is a generalization
of the concept of unisolvent functions [5], and a
shortened name for functions unisolvent of variable degree [12]. In order to
define varisolvent functions precisely, the following definitions are required.
Definition
2.1. F is solvent of degree m at a*EP
if given a set

[xj\xj < xy+i, j = 1, 2, • • ■, m, Xj E [0, l]} and e. > 0, then there is a
8(a*, €, Xi, • • • , xm) >0 such that \ y} —F(a*, xj) \ <8, j= 1, 2, • • • , m implies
that there is a solution aEP to
F (a, x,) = yh

j = 1, 2, • • • , m,

with maxlS[o,u | F(a, x)—F(a*, x)| <e.
Definition
2.2. F has property z of degree m at a*EP if a Aa* implies that
F(a*, x) —F(a, x) has at most m — l zeros in [0, l].
Definition
2.3. F is unisolvent of degree m at a*EP if F has property z
of degree m at a* and F is solvent of degree m at a*.
If F is unisolvent of degree m(a) for every aEP then F is said to be a
varisolvent function. The degree of unisolvence (or simply the degree) of F
at a is denoted by m(a).
The first part of this paper is concerned with best approximations
in a
general norm. Fejér [2] has defined a monotonie norm for a finite point set
and for approximation
by polynomials. This norm is suitable for the study
of approximations
on a finite point set. The norm to be defined here may be
considered an extension of the monotonie norm to the interval [0, l]. The
norm of a function/(x) is denoted by ||/(x)||. The norm is assumed to have the
following properties:
1. It is defined for all piecewise continuous functions on [0, 1 ].
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2. The norm of f(x) is the same as the norm of |/(x) |.
3. Given g(x) let A = {x| |g(x)| ^P
maxl6[o,n |g(x)| }, 0<P<1.

\h(x)\ -|f(x)|

//

forxEA and \g(x)\ <\h(x)\ for xEA then ||g(x)|| >||ä(x)||.

If the sequence {/„(x)|« = l, 2, ■ • • } converges to/(x), the convergence
is said to be regular if the rate of convergence is "uniform" with respect to x.
This is stated more precisely as follows: Let Z be the closure of the set
{* | f(x) = fn(x) for some »} ;
let e„ = maxxe[o,u |/(x)—/„(x)|
and let / be a closed subinterval
of [0, l]
such that IC\Z is empty. The sequence {fn(r)} is said to converge regularly to

f(x) if
min | fn(x) - f(x) | è Pe„
xel

for some positive P, which may depend on I.
A varisolvent function is said to be regular if
Lim F(an, x) = F(a, x)
n—♦«

for each x implies that the convergence is regular.
All approximating
functions of the form
n

P(a, x) = Z <*''<fc(*)
«•-i
are regular. An example is given which shows that regularity is essential for
the conclusions of this paper to be valid.
We introduce two special classes of norms on the interval [0, l]. The
properties of these norms may be stated intuitively
as follows. A Class 2
norm emphasizes values of f(x) away from zero and a Class 1 norm places no
special emphasis on any values of f(x). The typical examples of a Class 2
norm is

\\f(x)\\2= C\f(x)\2dx
Jo

and the typical example of a Class 1 norm is

||/(*)||=JC\f(*)\dx.
o
In order to define these classes precisely, consider a function g(x) and a
sequence |g„(x)} which converges regularly to g(x). Let r(n) tend to zero as
« tends to infinity and set
Rn=

{x\\g(x)\

ár(»)}.
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let F be a fixed subset of

(i) 0 <gn(x)/g(x) < 1 for all « and xG F,
(ii) F is the finite union of closed intervals,
(iii) if g(xo)=maXi6[o,i] |g(x)| then x0 is in the interior of F.

Set
*-(*) -

gn(x),

XEY,

1 , X

xG F,

lf(»),
(gn(x),
ífr(»)

X E Rn,

W),

xGP».

A norm is said to be in Class 2 if

_.

WUX)- g(x)\\

Lim 75-n-n-rr

= «

■—
IM*)||
- ll*(*)||

for all possibilities described in the preceding paragraph. Make the further
assumption that the measure of the set {x|g(x)=0J
is zero; then the norm

is said to be of Class 1 if

T.
lia«)- «mi
Lim ti-n-n-rr
„-.

||5B(X)||

-

n

= u.

||g(x)||

Note that in the Class 1 norms the numerator will tend to zero because P„
tends to zero, as well as because jgn(x)} converges to g(x).
A function g(x) is said to have « strong sign changes on a set X if there

are « + 1 points {xy|/=l,

2, • • • , « + 1; Xj<xj+i; XjEX} such that

gixi) > 0,

g(x2) < 0,

g(x3) > 0, • • ■

g(x,) < 0,

g(x2) > 0,

g(x3) < 0, • • • .

or
If the strict inequality signs are weakened to allow equality, then g(x) is
said to have w weak sign changes on X. A zero x0 of g(x) is said to be a simple
zero if g(x) changes sign at xo and a double zero if g(x) does not change sign
at Xo.

A varisolvent function F(a, x) is said to be a strongly interpolating function
of/(x) if F(a, x)—f(x) has m(a) strong sign changes on [0, l]. F(a, x) is a
weakly interpolating function of f(x) if F(a, x) —f(x) has m(a) weak sign

changes on [0, 1 ].
3. Interpolating functions and best approximations

on [0, 1 ]. We begin

by establishing a lemma about varisolvent functions. The proof of this lemma
is only indicated here; for complete details the reader is referred to [ll]. We

need
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Definition

3.1. P has property

A if given a*EP,

k < m(a*),

{x,|0 = xo < Xi < • • • < xa+i = l} and e with 0 < e < miny (x¡+i — x,),

j = 0, 1, ■ • • , k then
(i) there are aha2EP such that for xE [O, l],P(o*, x) —€<P(oi,x) <F(a*,x)
<F(oi,x)<F(a*,x)+e;
(¡i) there are a3,aiEP suchthat \ F(a3,x) —P(a*,x)| <e, \F(at,x) —F(a*,x)\
<efor xE [O, l] and F(a3, x) —F(a*, x), F(ait x) —F(a*, x) change sign from
Xy—eto x¡+e,j = 1, 2, ■ • • , k and have no zeros outside [xy—e, xy+e]. Further

P(a,, 0)>P(a*,

0)>P(o4, 0).

Lemma 3.1. // P is a varisolvent function then F has property A.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7 [ll] that P has property NS of degree
m(a) at each point aGP. The proof of Lemma 4 [ll] may now be applied
directly to establish this lemma.
It is noted that in many instances in this paper property A is sufficient for
the proofs even though varisolvence has been stated as a hypothesis. Property A does not imply varisolvence.
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a regular varisolvent function and let the norm be of
Class 1. // F (a*, x) is a best approximation of f(x), then either F (a*, x)—f(x)
vanishes identically on a set of positive measure or F(a*, x) —f(x) has m(a*)
strong sign changes.

Proof. Assume that F(a*, x) —f(x) does not vanish on a set of positive
measure and that F(a*, x) —f(x) has k<m(a*) simple zeros, 0^yi<y2<
•••
<y*á 1. Since P is varisolvent,
P has property A by Lemma 1. In Definition

3.1 let € = 2~n, xy= yy (if yi = 0 take Xi= 2~n~x,if yk = 1 take xk = 1 - 2-"-1) and
determine a„EP such that | F(an, x) —F(a*, x)| <2~n, F(a„, x) changes sign
in [xy—2~n, Xy+2_B],/= 1, 2, • • ■ , k and has no zeros outside these intervals,
and such that maxl6(0,i] | F(a*, x) —f(x) \ > maxl€[0,i] | F(a„, x) —f(x) \. Let

P„= {x||F(a*,x)-/(x)l

^2-}.

Since both P and f(x) are continuous, it follows that the measure of Rn tends
to zero as « tends to infinity. P„ will include points in the neighborhood of
any double zeros of F(a*, x) —f(x). Further let

F = j x| \F(a*, x) - f(x) I ^ — max | F(a*, x) - f(x) \ \
K

2

*€[0,1]

)

and let
(F(an,x)-f(x),
sn{x) =

<

xEY,

\F(a*, x))~f(x),

xEY,

lF(an,
x - f(x),
F(an, x)

xE Rn,

\F(a*, x)~f(x),

xERn.

lÁx) = W *
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Now consider ||F(a*, x) —/(x)|| —\\F(an, x) —f(x)\\ which equals
\\F(a*,

x) -f(x)\\

-

\\sn(x)\\ + ||5„(x)||

-

\\sn(x) + ln(x) +/(x)

+ ||j„(x) + tn(x) +/(x)

-

F(a*, x)\\

- F(a*, x)\\ - \\F(an, x) - f(x)\\.

Since
| *,(*) + tn(x) +f(x)

- F(a*, x) | ¿ | F(an, x) - f(x) \ ,

it follows that

\\sn(x) + *.(*) +f(x) - F(a*, x)\\ - \\F(an, x) - f(x)\\ fc 0.
It is seen that

M*)|| - IM*) + ln(x)+/(x) - F(a*,x)
\\F(a*, x) -/(x)||

- ||s„(x)||

\tn(x)+f(x)-F(a*,x)
I - \\\F(a*,x)

- f(x)\\ - \\sn(x)\\

Since the norm is of Class 1 it follows that the above expression tends to zero
as n tends to infinity. Furthermore,
by the definition of a monotonie norm

it follows that
||F(a*,x)-/(x)||-||5n(x)||>0;

hence for n sufficiently

|| W,

large

x) -f(x)\\ - \\F(an, x) -f(x)\\ > 0.

This contradicts the fact that F(a*, x) is a best approximation to/(x). Thus
the original assumption of this proof is false and this establishes the theorem.

Let {<t>i(x)\i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■, m\ form a Tchebycheff set [l, Chapter 2] and
set
n

P(a, x) = Z ai(t>i(x)
•-i
for aEEn.

It is clear that P(a, x) is a regular varisolvent

function.

Corollary
3.1. Let the norm be of Class 1. If P(a*, x) is a best approximation to f(x) then either P(a*, x) —f(x) vanishes identically on a set of positive
measure or P(a*, x) —f(x) has n strong sign changes.
This corollary should be compared with Theorem 2 of [l0].
A very special case of Theorem 3.1 has been established by D. Jackson
[4]. He considered approximation
by polynomials in the Li norm:

||/(x)|| = jl\f(x)\dx.
The Lt norm is the best known example of a Class 1 norm which is not
also of Class 2. In the special case of this norm a result stronger than Theo-

rem 3.1 may be established. We define a number pk as follows;
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| P(ai, x) - F(a2, x)\dx

Jo

/ max | F(ai, x) - F(a2, x) \
'

ze[o,i]

and
pk = inf\p(au

a2) \ F(au x) — F(a2, x) has exactly k zeros}.

We can now state

Theorem 3.2. Let F be a varisolvent function and let F(a*, x) be a best approximation to f(x) in the Lx norm. If F(a*, x) —f(x) has exactly k strong sign
changes then it must vanish on a subset of [0, 1 ] of measure greater than pk/2.
Proof. Let F(an, x) be such that F(an, x) —F(a*, x) vanishes at the simple
zeros of F(a*, x) —f(x) and such that F(an, x) —f(x) has weakly the same sign
as F(a*, x) —f(x) and maxie[0,i] | F(a„, x)—F(a*, x)\ ¿2~n. Set

P„=

{x||F(a*,x)-/(x)|

±¡2-»}

and let rjn be the measure of P„. Then Lim„^w n„ is the measure of the set

{x||F(a*,x)-/(x)|

=0}.

Let In denote the set [0, l] —P„. Then

f | F(a*,x) - f(x) \dxJ I,

f \ F(an, x) - f(x) \ dx
JIn

= f | F(a*, x) - F(an, x) | dx

= f | F(a*, x) - F(an, x)\dxJo

è

f
Jo

| F(a*, x) -

F(an, x)\dx-

f \ F(a*, x) - F(an, x) \ dx

JR„

Vn max | F(a*, x) ïe[o,i]

F(an, x) \ .

Also

f I F(an,x) - f(x) | dx
= f | F(an,x) - F(a*,x)\dx+
^ 2j7„ — ijoo max
ie[o,i)

Hence

f

| F(a„, x) - F(a*, x) \

| F(an, x) - f(x) \ dx
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f | F(a*, x) - f(x) \dx-

Jo

^

I

f | F(an, x) - f(x) | dx

Jo

I F(a*, x) — F(a„, x)\dx

— 3r¡n — v«> max

Jo

o

| F(a*, x) — F(an, x) \ .

xe[0,1]

Since F(a*, x) is a best approximation
/|

485

to/(x),

it follows that

F(a*, x) — F(an, x) | dx — 3nn — va max | F(a*, x) — F(an, x) \ g 0
zeio.l]

or
3r>n — y«, è

|
Jo

| F(a*, x) — F(an, x)\ dx / max | F(a*, x) — F(an, x)
I ie[o,l)

This implies that

1
Lim r¡„ ^ — pk
n—*<e

2

which establishes the theorem.
This theorem is not quite comparable with Theorem 3.1, since regularity
is not involved. Regularity would seem to imply that the pk are positive for
k<m(a*)
and Theorem 3.1 would follow for the Lx norm. However, for nonregular functions the pk may all be zero, in which case Theorem 3.2 would
lose its significance. Motzkin and Walsh [9, Theorem 6] have established
Theorem 3.2 for polynomials. In this case the pk may be specifically calcu-

lated.
For Class 2 a theorem very similar to Theorem 3.1 may be established.
Theorem 3.3 has been established for polynomial approximations
in the Lp

norm Kp<

<*>by Jackson [3].

Theorem 3.3. Let F be a regular varisolvent function and let the norm be of
Class 2. If F(a*, x) is the best approximation
to f(x) then F(a*, x) is a strongly
interpolating function of f(x).
Proof. Assume that F(a*, x) —f(x) has A<iw(a*) strong sign changes and
let 0<yi<y2<
• ■ • <ykgi
be the simple zeros of F(a*, x)—f(x). From

property A and Lemma 1 let « = 2~n, Xj= yy (if yi = 0 take Xi = 2~"~1, if y* = l
take
<2_n,

xk = 1 —2~"~1) and determine
7'(an, x)—F(a*,

x) changes

anEP

such that

| F(a„, x)—F(a*,

sign in [x¡ — 2~n, xy+2-"],

and has no zeros outside these intervals,
—f(x) | >maxie[0,i] | F(an, x) —f(x) \.

j=

x)\

1, 2, • • • , A

and such that maxlS[0,i] | F(a*, x)
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öet

P„=

{x\\F(a*,x)-f(x)\

g 2-«}

and

F = {*I\F(a*,x) - f(x)| ^ 4 max I F(a*>
x) - /(*)I 1 •
t

2 ze[o,i]

With
, .
(F(an,
\F(an, x) sM
= W.
-}

/(x),

*G F,

*) "/(*),

iP(a„, x) - /(x),

xGPn,

\F(a*,x)

xGPn,

-/(*),

consider

\\F(a*, x) - f(x)\\ - \\F(an, x) - f(x)\\
= \\F(a*,x)

-f(x)\\

- ||s„(x)||

+ \\sn(x) + tn(x) +f(x)

-

+ \\sn(x)\\ - \\sn(x) + tn(x) + f(x) F(a*,

x)\\ -

\\F(an,

F(a*,x)\\

x) - f(x)\\.

Since the norm is of Class 2, it follows that

Lim :

\Ux)+f(x)

-F(a*,x)'

— \\F(a*,x)-f(x)\\
and hence for « sufficiently

= 0

Un(x)

large

\\F(a*, x) -f(x)\\

- \\F(an, x) - f(x)\\ > 0.

This is a contradiction and the original assumption
k<m(a*)
zeros is false.

that F(a*, x) —f(x) had

Corollary
3.2. Let the norm be of Class 2. If P(a*, x) is a best approximation to f(x), then P(a*, x)—f(x) has « strong sign changes.
An example is now given that illustrates the effect of nonregularity.
Let
the continuous function (¡>(a,x) be defined so that 0(o, x) =c6 in the intervals
[0, 1/2—a2], [l/2-|-a2, l],<p(a, 1/2) =a+a6and<£(a,
x) is linear in the remaining intervals. <p(a, x) is a nonregular unisolvent function of degree 1.
We compute the best approximation to the function | x —1/21 in the least
squares norm. We have
x —

1

(p(a, x)

1
= — + a* - a6 - 3a6/4 - 3a» + 6a10 + 3a12/2.

Clearly the minimum is attained

for o = 0, and d>(0, x) is the best approxima-
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tion to |x —1/21. It is seen that |x —1/21 —0(0, x) has only one zero change.
Thus it is seen that a simple nonregular approximating function need not

satisfy Theorem 3.3.
The Li norm is a well-known example of a norm which is of Class 1 but
not of Class 2 and for which Theorem 3.3 is not valid.

4. Interpolation and approximation on finite point sets. Let X denote a
finite set of distinct points {x,|j = 1, 2, • • • , M} in [0, l]. The remainder of
this paper is primarily concerned with approximations
to f(x) on X. It is
still assumed that all functions are defined on [O, l], even though in some
cases this is not significant. In particular, the definition of a varisolvent function is unchanged. It is assumed that f(x) is not identically equal on X to
any approximating function.
The definitions of the classes of norms are somewhat simplified and another class is considered. Given g(x) and a sequence \gn(x)} which converges

regularly to g(x), let

R=

\x\g(x) =0, xEX}.

Assume that 0 <gn(x)/g(x) < 1 for xER- Set
, v
*n(x)

(in(x),
=

, , .

of g(x),

XER,

<

U(x),

xER,

(gn(x),

X G R,

U(*)>

x G R.

Note that

the definition

irrelevant

since the norm is a function of values on X only.

{gn(x)},

{sre(x)} and

{/„(x)}

outside

X is

A norm is of Class 2 if

l|g(x)-ax)||

Lim 71-il-m-17

= °
—toil - im*)H

for all g(x) and

\gn(x)}.

A norm is of Class 1 if

||«(*) - Ux)\
\\g(x)\\ -

á K

\\sn(x)

where K may depend on g(x) and {gn(x)j. These definitions are the direct
analogs of those given in §2, and perhaps they show the intuitive nature of
the classes better. If it is assumed that gn(x)Ag(x) for all n and some xER,
then a third class of norms may be defined. A norm is said to be of Class 3 if,
with the above assumption,
T.

\\g(x)

—

«(*) - \\Ux)\\

Lim--.-¡j-

-

sn(x)\\

= Ü.
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The typical example of this class is the Lp norm, 0 <p < 1. This class of norms
can also be defined for the interval [0, l], but so far no general results have
been obtained for this class. Motzkin and Walsh [9, Theorem 7] have announced a very specialized result which indicates that the situation for Class
3 norms is quite complex. Even for finite point sets the results are less complete for this class than the other two.
Strongly and weakly interpolating
functions for a finite point set are defined in the same way as for the interval [0, l]. In addition, F(a, x) is said
to be an exactly interpolating
function of f(x) on X if F(a, x) —f(x) has
m(a) zeros in X. If 7"(a, x) is a strongly interpolating
function of f(x) on X,
then F(a, x) is said to strongly interpolate f(x) on X. Similar conventions are
used for weakly and exactly interpolating
functions.
The analysis begins with a lemma similar to Lemma 3.1. This lemma may
also be stated for the interval [0, l] and is probably true there, but this has

not been established.
Lemma 4.1. Let F be a varisolvent function
and let a*EP,
{:Vj|i=l> 2, ■ • • , A; k<m(a*); y¡EX] and e>0 be given. Then there are
ax, a2EP such that (i) F(a*, x) —F(ax, x), F(a*, x) —F(a2, x) change sign at
the y¡ and have no other sign changes in X, (ii) | 7"(a*, x) — P(ai, x)| g e,
| F(a2, x)-F(a*,
x)\ ge, (iii) either F(au x)-F(a*,
x) =0, F(a2, x)-F(a*,
x)

= 0, or
sgn[F(au

x) - F (a*, x)} = - sgn[F(a2, x) - F(a*, x)]

for xEX.
Proof. Let [c, d] be an interval in [0, l] containing no point of X. If
m(a*)— Ais odd, choose w (a*) —1 distinct points {yy|/ = A+ l, • • ■,m(a*) —l}
in the interior of [c, d]. Determine ah a2EP by Definition 2.1 such that

(1) F(a*,

yj)=F(ai,

xoG^" P(ai, xo)<P(a*,
maxlS[0ll]

|P(a*,

y,) = F(a2, yA, i-1,
x0)<P(a2,

x)—F(a2,

. • . , m(a*)-l;

(2) for some

xo); (3) maxxe[0,i] | F(a*, x) —F(au x)\ ge,

x)\ ge.

F(ax, x) and 7^(02, x) clearly satisfy (ii) and since F(a*, x)—F(ai, x),
F(a*, x) —F(a2, x) can have at most m(a*) —1 zeros, (i) is satisfied. Note that

sgn [F(a„ c) - F(a*, c)} = sgn[F(au d) - F (a*, d)].
It follows from (2) of the construction that (iii) is satisfied.
If m(a*) — A is even and Xi 9* 0, xm 9* 1 again choose [c, d] and
{y¿|t' = A+ l, • • • , m (a*) —2} as above. In addition choose zo such that
z0<Xi and choose x0 such that XM<xogl.
Determine au a2EP by Definition
2.1 such that (1), (2), and (3) of the preceding construction
are satisfied,
except that yk+i is taken as x0. Then P(oi, x) —P(a*, x), F(a2, x)—F(a*, x)
cannot have another sign change in [xi, xm] without two sign changes, which
would contradict property z.
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If Xi= 0 and xu = l and XiG {yy}, xmG {yy}, then x0, Zoand [c, d] may be
chosen as in the preceding

paragraph.

If Xi= 0 and XiGfyy} consider a neighborhood N(a*) of a* such that
aEN(a*) implies that the degree of P is at least m(a*). The existence of such
a neighborhood is given in [ll, Theorem 2]. Add the point Xi = 0 to the set
{yy} and construct a(, a2 EN(a*) satisfying the requirements of the lemma
by the construction for m(a*)—k odd, with e replaced by e/2. With the original
set of {yy} and with zi in the interior of [xi, x2] we may determine au a2EP

such that
(1) |P(ai, x)-P(ai',x)|

(2)
(3)
(4)
It may

F(ah yj) = F(a{,
P(fli, zi) < F(a{,
P(ai, 0)<P(a*,
be verified that

<e/2, | F(a2, x) - F(a2', x) | < e/2 ;
yj), F(a2, yj) = F(a{, yj),j = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,m(a*)-2;
zi) <F(a*, zi) < F(a{, zi) < F(a2, zi) ;
0)<P(a2, 0).
ai and a2 satisfy the conditions of the lemma.

The foregoing construction is also valid when Xm = 1 and xmE {yy} • This
concludes the proof of the lemma.
The next theorem may be considered the analog of Theorem 3.1 for Class
1 norms. However, it is seen that no assumption as to the class of the norm
or as to regularity need be made. The theorem can be established for the
interval [0, l], if Lemma 4.1 can be established for this interval.

Theorem 4.1. Let F be a varisolvent function and let the norm be monotonie.
If F(a*, x) is a best approximation tof(x) on X, then F(a*, x) is a weakly interpolating function of f(x).
Proof. Assume that F(a*, x) —f(x) has k <m(a*)

weak sign changes on X.

Let
d = min { | F(a*, x,) - f(x,) \ \F(a*, x¡) - f(x¡) * 0}
i
and determine OiGP by Lemma 4.1 such that
(i) maxiex \F(ai, x)-F(a*,
x)\ £d/2,
(ii) F(a*, xy) —/(xy) = 0 implies F(ai, x3) —f(x,) = 0,
(iii) F(ai, x) —f(x) has weakly the same sign as F(a*, x) —f(x) for xEX.
Clearly | F(a*, xy) -/(xy) | > | F(au xy) -f(x¡) \ if F(a*, Xy)-/(xy) 5*0, and since
the norm is monotonie, ||P(ö*, x) —/(x)|| >||P(ai, x) —/(x)||, which is a contra-

diction.
With the additional assumptions of regularity and of a Class 1 norm a
stronger result may be established. This result is comparable to Theorem 3.2
where the number of strong sign changes is related to the measure of the set
{x|p(a*, x) —/(x)=0}.
The number m of zeros of F(a*, x)—f(x) required if
F(a*, x)—f(x) has k<m(a*) is not simply defined in this general situation.
For specialized cases, such as polynomials and the ii norm, p might be determined explicitly as a function of k.
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Theorem 4.2. Let F be a regular varisolvent function and let the norm be of
Class 1. If F (a*, x) is a best approximation tof(x) on X and F(a*, x) —f(x) has
exactly k, k^m(a*),
strong sign changes on X, then F(a*, x) —f(x) has at least
pk zeros in X, where pk is defined in the proof.

Proof. Let R= {y,| j= 1, 2, • • • , m) be the set of zeros of F(a*, x) —f(x),
and determine a sequence {an|a„G-P}
by Lemma 4.1 so that the signs of
F(an, x) —f(x) and F(a*, x) —f(x) agree weakly and so that | F(a„, x) —F(a*, x) \
1%2~n. Further, o„ is determined so that | F(an, x}) —f(x}) \ < \ F(a*, x¡) —f(x¡) \

if x¡ER, XjEX. We may assume that F(an, Xj)—F(a*, x¡)A0 for all n and
some XjER; otherwise

F(a*, x) would not be a best approximation

for/(x).

Define

xER,

(F(an,
F(an, x) --f(x),
SÁX) = <
„
\F(a*, x) —f(x),

xER,
xER,
xER.

(F(an, x) - f(x)

t»(x) = <
„
(F(a*, x) - f(x),
Since the norm is of Class 1 we have

\\F(a*,x)-f(x)-tn(x)

< K.

\F(a*,x)-f(x)\\-\\sn(x)

It is seen that
| F (a*, x) - f(x)

-

U(x) | =

| sn(x) -

F(an, x) + f(x)

and hence
|iXan,x)-/(x)||

-\\sn(x)"

< K.

\F(a*,x)-f(x)\\-\\sn(x)

Set

K(f(x), Ian}) = inf (k
K(f(x),

\a„\)

\\F(an,x)

-f(x)\\

-\\sn(x)

\F(a*,x)-f(x)\\-\\sn(x)

is finite for each/(x)

and each sequence

^ K for all •}
{an}. Let K(f(x))

= in{[K(f(x),
{an})\ F(an, x) tends to F(a*, x) as prescribed}.
Assume that
{an} is chosen so that K(f(x), {an}) is arbitrarily close to K(f(x)). Consider

0^\\F(a*,x)-f(x)\\-\\F(an,x)-f(x)\\
= \\F(a*, x) -f(x)\\

- \\sn(x)\\ + ||i.(*)|| - ||F(a», x) - f(x)\\.

It follows that
||F(a*,x)

-/(x)||

- ||i„(x)||

^ \\F(an,x)

- f(x)\\

- \\sn(x)\\

^K(f(x))[\\F(a*,x)-f(x)\\

-|M*)||].
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Thus it is seen that if F(a*, x) is a best approximation
—f(x) has k strong sign changes

and m zeros,/(x)
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to/(x) and F(a*, x)

must be such that K(f(x))

fcl. Let
P(/,m)

= inf{P(/(x))}

where the infimum is taken over all/(x) such that F(a*, x) —f(x) has / strong
sign changes on X and m zeros in X. Clearly, if K(l, m) <1, then F(a*, x)
cannot be a best approximation in such a situation. Let
Pk = min{m| K(k,m) ^ l}
then F(a*, x) —f(x) must have at least pk zeros if F(a*, x) —f(x) has
sign changes in X.
The behavior of pk depends on the particular properties of P
norm. Intuitively one feels that pk decreases as a function of k, but
not been established.
It is easy to see that pm(a') = 0 and po>m(a*)+l.
For Class 2 norms the following direct analog of Theorem 3.3

k strong

and the
this has
may be

established.
Theorem 4.3. Let F be a regular varisolvent function and let the norm be of
Class 2. If F(a*, x) is a best approximation tof(x) then F(a*, x) is a strongly interpolating function of f(x).
Proof. Assume that F(a*, x)—f(x) has k<m(a*) strong sign changes. A
set {y,|i = l, 2, • • • , k] is chosen in the following manner. If F(a*, x)—f(x)
changes sign between xy and xy+i choose a point in the interior of [xy, Xy+i].
If F(a*, xy)—/(xy)=0, / = /, /+1, • • • , p and F(a*, x)—f(x) changes sign
from xi_i to Xp+i choose a point in the interior of [xj_i, xP+1].
The proof of this theorem may be completed along the lines of the proof
of Theorem 3.3.
Theorems as strong as Theorems 4.3 and 4.2 have not been established
for Class 3 norms. Of course Theorem 4.1 is applicable to Class 3 norms.
F(a*, x) is said to be a local best approximation to/(x) if there is a neighborhood N(a*) of a* in P such that a N(a*) implies
||F(a*,*)-/(*)||

<||F(a,x)-/(x)||.

Theorem 4.4. Let F be a regular varisolvent function and let the norm be of
Class 3. Then if F(a*, x) is an exactly interpolating function of f(x) on X,
F(a*, x) is a local best approximation to f(x).

Proof. Assume that F(a*, x) exactly
P= {xy| | F(a*, Xy)—/(xy)| =0} and set

interpolates

f(x) on X, and let

d= min{|F(a*,Xy) - f(x¡) | \x¡ G R).
i
Let the neighborhood

N(a*) be such that aGA^a*)

implies
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| F(a*, Xj) - F(a, x}) \ g d/2,
Assume that there exists a sequence

j=l,2,---,M.

{a„| anGA^fa*)}

such that Lim«..*, a„

= a* and
||F(a*,x)-f(x)||è||F(an,x)-/(x)||.

Set
, ,
Snix)

(F(an, x) - f(x),
=

xER,

<

\F(a*,x)-f(x),

xER;

then
||F(a*,x)

-/(x)||

- \\F(an,x)

- f(x)\\ = ||F(a*,x)

-/(x)||

- \\sn(x)\\

+ ||5B(x)||-||F(an,x)-/(x)||.

It is clear that ||5„(x)||-||p(an,
x)-/(x)||
<0 since |5„(x)| g \ F(a„, x)-/(x)|
and the inequality holds for some points in P. If F(a„, x) = F(a*, x) in P, then
a* = an, since P contains at least m(a*) points. Since the norm is of Class 3 it

follows that
||F(g*,x)-/(x)||-||5B(x)||

Lim ñ-n—n-ít
—

||P(a.,*)-/(*)||

This implies that for « sufficiently
||p(a*. x) -/(x)||

-||5„(x)||

= o.

large that
- ||F(a,,

x) -/(x)||

< 0

which contradicts
the original assumption
on the sequence \a„}.
Theorem 4.4 is of a completely different nature from the theorems proved
up to this point. Instead of the assumption of best approximation
implying
interpolation,
we have an assumption of interpolation
implying a local best
approximation.
The natural companion of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 would be:
Let F be a regular varisolvent function and let the norm be of Class 3. If F(a*, x)
is a best approximation tof(x), then F(a*, x) —f(x) has at least m(a*) zeros in X.
It is not known if this is a true statement.
On the other hand one would like to prove the converse theorems of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3. This has not been done.
5. The Lp norms. The remainder of this paper is concerned with approximations
in weighted Lp norms by linear approximating
functions on
finite point sets. Motzkin and Walsh [8] have developed an extensive theory
for weighted Lp norms and polynomials on finite point sets. The main points
of this theory are extended to approximations
by linear unisolvent functions
in this section. For the Tchebycheff norm the results are extended to varisolvent functions and to the interval [0, l].

Let X and
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P(a, x) = X) «<*<(*)
be as previously defined where the <pi(x) form a Tchebycheff set.
For any finite point set X define a function 4>„+i(x) such that
{(¡>i(x)\i=l, 2, • • • , M+ l} forms a Tchebycheff set on X. <j>n+i(x)need not

be defined except in X.
Let F= {y,| î'= 1, 2, • • • , « + 1} be a subset of X. Define w+ 1 functions
of the form
w*(y) = P(at, y)A* + <t>n+i(y),

yEY,

such that
P(dk,y,)

+ ck(Pn+i(y}) =

(0,
K(-iy,

<

j* k,
4
k=j.

Let \tj\j =1, 2, • • • , w + 1; | ey| = l} be such that tkck > 0. Since
{(¡)i(x)| î= 1, 2, •••,«}
is a Tchebycheff set the ck are all nonzero.
Lemma 5.1. The functions T(x) =4>n+i(x)+P(a,
zero on Y are exactly the functions
n+l

(1)

x) which weakly interpolate
n+I

T(x) = £ XyeyWy(x), Xy^ 0,
y-i

£ Xy- 1.
y-i

FAose wAî'c/î strongly interpolate zero on Y are of the same form except Xy>0.

Proof. Clearly every function of the form (1) with Xy>0 has n strong sign
changes on F. Those with Xy^O are limiting cases of Xy>0 and hence have n
weak sign changes.
Assume that P(x) has n strong sign changes. Then P(x) changes sign from
yy to yy+i and on F we have
n+l

T(x) = 2 \ieiWi(x)
•=i
where X<= + |c,-P(y<)| 5*0. All the X¿ have the same sign and since

= (pn+i(x)+P(a,

x) we have Z?ii1X,=

P(x)

l which implies X¿>0. The P(x) with

weak sign changes are limiting cases of those with strong sign changes,

and

hence X¿^0.
Lemma 5.2. If (pn+i(x)+P(a*, x) weakly interpolates zero on Y, then there
are positive weights \pi\i=l,2,
• ■ ■ , « + 1} such that (pn+i(x) +P(a*, x) minimizes the weighted Lx norm with these weights on Y.
Proof. If (pn+i(x) +P(a*,

5.1

x) has « weak sign changes on F, then by Lemma
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n+l

n+l

P(a*, x) + <i>„+1(x)
= Z X.Wx),
i-1

Z *••= 1,

*. = 0-

i-l

If \jA0, set X;= | Cj\ and if X¿= 0, set Xy= 21c¡\. Consider

p(P(a*, x)) = Z ßi | P(a*, yd + *™+i(y.)
| = £ Pi | X.í^y,) |
♦-i
<-i
n+l

= ZI M.X.-/I
d\ =1.
i=l

Clearly a* minimizes p(P(a, x)), and P(a*, x) is a best approximation
to
—<pn+i(x) on F in the weighted L\ norm.
With these two lemmas a special case of the converse of Theorem 4.1 may

be proved.
Theorem 5.1. If P(a*, x) weakly interpolates f(x) on X, then there are positive weights {pi} such that P(a*,x) is a best approximation tof(x) in the weighted
Li norm.
Proof. If P(a*, x) —f(x) has n weak sign changes on X, then it is simple
to show that every point of X belongs to a subset Y of ra+ 1 points such that
P(a*, x) —f(x) has n weak sign changes on Y.
On any such Y one may determine diG-P and K such that on Y

P(a*, x) -f(x)

= K[P(ah x) + <bn+i(x)].

It follows from Lemma 5.2 that since P(ai, x)+c6n+i(x) has n weak sign
changes, there are positive weights {/i,-J such that P(a\, x) is a best approximation on Y to —c6n+i(x) in the weighted L\ norm. Hence P(a*, x)—f(x)
minimizes the same norm on Y.
If P(a*, x) is a best approximation
to/(x) on Fi with weights {ju,-} and
a best approximation
to f(x) on Y2 with weights {o\-}, then P(a*, x) is a
best approximation
to/(x) on Y\\JY2 with weights {p,} determined as follows:^
Yii~\Y2, pi= (ffi+pi), in Yi—Yi(~\Y2,pi = piandin Y2— YiC\ Y2,pi = Oi.
X has a finite number of subsets of w + 1 points, and therefore P(a*, x) is a

best approximation to f(x) on X in some weighted L\ norm.
A similar approach may be used to establish a converse of Theorem 4.3
for Lp norms, l<p<<»
and linear approximating
functions. The following
lemma may be easily established [7].

Lemma 5.3. Let X.^0, Z?-i*i = l, and p(*í) = Z?-i^;

M¿>0, p>\.

The minimum o/ju(X,) is given by
l/U-p)

Xi = Pi
For the next lemma
distinct points.

/

/

^

1/U-p)

2-, ßi

Y, as usual, denotes a subset of X containing

w+ 1
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Lemma 5.4. Let p>l

be given. If P(a*, x)+(pn+i(x)

zero on Y, then there are positive weights such that P(a*,
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strongly interpolates

x) +(j>n+i(x) minimizes

a weighted Lp norm.
Proof. From Lemma 5.1 it is seen that P(a*, x) +0n+i(x) is the form
n+l

n+l

*n+i(x) + P(a*, x) = £ \iHW¡(x),
t-i

X, > 0, £ X, = 1,
»-i

for xEY. Set /x¿=X|—"|c,-|**.
Then it follows from Lemma 5.3 that the X¿
minimize

£ /*.X</| d | ",
M

which concludes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 5.2. If P(a*, x) strongly interpolates f(x) on X, then for any p>\
there is a set of positive weights such that P(a*,x) is a best approximation tof(x)

in the weighted Lp norm.
Proof. Set P= {x||P(a*. x)-/(x)|
>0, xGX}. Every point of P belongs
to a subset F such that P(a*, x) —f(x) has « strong sign changes on F. For
any such subset F there are OiGP and K such that
P(a*, x) -f(x)

= K[P(ah x) + <pn+i(x)].

It follows from Lemma 5.4 that there are positive weights such that P(a*, x)
is a best approximation
to f(x) in a weighted Pp norm.
The argument of the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that there are positive
weights such that P(a*, x) is a best approximation
to/(x) on P in a weighted
Lp norm. On the points of X not in E the weights may be assigned arbitrarily
and P(a*, x) is a best approximation
to/(x) on X.
For Lp norm, 0<p<l,
Motzkin, Walsh, and Dvoretzky [6, Theorem 6]
have established the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. // P(a*, x) is a best approximation to f(x) in a weighted Lp
norm, 0 <p < 1, then P(a*, x) —f(x) has at least « zeros on X.
This theorem is analogous to Theorem 4.3, and one could conjecture that
this theorem extends to varisolvent functions. The proof of Theorem 5.3 is
of a different nature than those of this paper and apparently does not extend
to varisolvent, or even unisolvent, functions without essential modification.
The analysis for Lp norms, 0 <p < 1, follows the same pattern as for p ^ 1.
The following lemma is easily established.

Lemma5.5. Le/X,->0, 2Zr=.i^»=l and set
m

m(x<)
= E/a?,
i-l

pí> o, o < p < i.
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The minimum o/ju(Xt) is given by

0,

if m > min m/,

Pi,

'. pj,
ü, pi = mm

I

.

)

where p¿5*0 for only one value of i.
Lemma 5.6. The function of the form T(x)=P(a,
mizes

x)+<pn+i(x) which mini-

n+l

£ ßi I P(y.)I',
i=i

Pi > 0, 0 < p < 1, y, G Y,

« gwe« 6y P(x) = £?*/ X¿e,w¿(x) wAere X¿= 0 except at the point yk (or a point
yk) at which pk/\ ck\ p = min¿ p{/1 c,| " where \k = 1.

Proof. It is seen that
n+l

n+l

T,n<\T(yi)\P= Em,V/Np
»-1

i-l

and the proof follows directly

from Lemma

5.5.

Theorem
5.4. // P(a*, x) exactly interpolates f(x) on X, then for any p,
0 <p < 1, there is a set of positive weights such that P(a*, x) is a best approximation to f(x) in the weighted Lp norm.

Proof. Select a subset

F= {y¿|i = l, 2, • • • , w+ l} such that P(a*,

x)

—f(x) has « zeros in F. In F we have

P(a*, x) -f(x)

= P[P(a,, x) + *„+i(x)],

and hence P(<Xi, x)+(pn+i(x) has « zeros in F. Setpk= Ictl^atthe
point of F
where P(cti, x) +(pn+i(x) 5*0. At each of the other points of F determine pi so
that/i,y|cj|p>l.
ThenbyLemma5.6,P(a*,x)+#n+i(x)minimizestheweighted
Lp norm with these weights. Hence P(a*, x) is a best approximation
to/(x)

on F.
Every point of X belongs to a subset F of the above type. By the argument previously employed it follows that P(a*, x) is a best approximation to

f(x) on X.
For the Lx or Tchebycheff norm
||/(x)||

= max |/(x)|
xeX

the analysis

is considerably

tions. We have

simpler and extends

immediately

in several direc-
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5.5. If P(a*, x) strongly interpolates f(x) on X, then there is a set

of positive weights such that P(a*,

x) is a best approximation

to f(x)

in the

weighted Tchebycheff norm.
Proof. Choose a set F= {y,} of « + 1 points such that P(a*, x) —f(x) has «
strong sign changes

on F. In F determine

{p.t|¿=l,

Pi\ P(a*, y.) -/(y.)
For x,'G F determine

2, • • • , » + l|

| = 1,

by

i = 1, 2, •••,»+

1.

u¡ so that

Uj\P(a*, Xj) -f(xj)\
It follows from [l, Chapter

<1.

2] that P(a*, x) is a best approximation

in the weighted Tchebycheff norm with weights {/ij|/=l,
The same proof may be used to establish

to/(x)

2, • • • , M}.

the following corollary.

Corollary
5.1. If P(a*, x) —f(x) has n strong sign changes in [0, l], then
there is a positive continuous weight function p(x) such that P(a*, x) —f(x)
minimizes

max p.(x) | P(a*, x) —f(x) | .
IE [0,1]

The next corollaries

follow directly

from the proof of Theorem

5.5 and

[12].
Corollary
5.2. Let F be a varisolvent function. If F (a*, x) —f(x) has m(a*)
strong sign changes in [O, l], then there is a positive continuous weight function
such that F (a*, x) is the best approximation

to f(x) in the weighted Tchebycheff

norm.
Corollary
5.3. Let F be a varisolvent function and let f(x) be given. Then
the following subsets of P are identical:
{a|P(a, x) —f(x) has m(a) strong sign changes in [0, l]}.
{a | F(a, x) is the best approximation
to f(x) in a weighted Lx norm}.
The main conclusions
theorem.

of this section

are summarized

Theorem 5.6. Let P(a, x) = Z"-i ai<Piix),X, 0<g<l

by the following

<pg °o and f(x) be

given. Then we have three pairs of identical sets:

[a\ P(a, x) — f(x) minimizes a weighted Lp norm}.
ja I P(a, x) strongly interpolates f(x) on X}.

[a | P(a, x) — f(x) minimizes a weighted Li norm}.
\a\ F(a, x) weakly interpolatesf(x)

on X}.

{a | P(a, x) — f(x) minimizes a weighted Lq norm}.

\a\ P(a, x) exactly interpolatesf(x)

on X}.
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Proof. The equivalence for the first pair follows from Theorem 4.3, Theorem 5.2, Theorem 5.5 and [l, Chapter 2]. The equivalence of the second pair
follows from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1, the third pair from Theorem 5.3

and Theorem 5.4.
We have as a corollary

Corollary

5.4. Let P(a, x), X andf(x) be given. Then for any p,q;l

<p<q

^ oo, the following sets are identical:
{a | P(a, x) — f(x) minimizes a weighted Lp norm}.

{a \ P(a, x) — f(x) minimizes a weighted Lq norm}.
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